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About Us

General Information

President: Moohi Shaheen Chist

Secretary-General: Ghazala Humayun

Address: 23-C, 27th Tauheed Comm

Street, Phase 5, DHA, Karachi, Pakistan

E-Mail: president@unap.org.pk

UNAP Structure 

Type: Membership organization

Total number of members: 1000

Number of chapters: 10

Membership structure: 

94%

5%
1%

Youth Members

Adult Members

Organization/School

Areas of Work & Activities 2015-2019

Awareness: Seminars and events 

Human Rights: Seminars and events (International Human 

Rights Day)  

Sustainable Development: Collective actions

and Lectures; World Environment Day celebration

Climate Change: Sessions and Workshops

Animal Rights: Sessions and Workshops
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Seminars & Conferences 

• International Human Rights Day

• Tree planting action with WWF, Daraz and Shan Foods

• Sustainable Literacy Project 

• Recycling and Re-use 

UNAP Partners 

International Organizations:

• UNICEF         • WFUNAP

• WHO              • UNHCR

• WWF

Government:

• Environment Department

• Social Welfare Department 

Contact Us

Official website: www.una.org.pk

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/una.org.pk

Introduction

In 2019 we celebrated many new beginnings.

We started the year by initiating the Sustainable

Literacy Project with the aim of improving the quality of

education within the schools of Pakistan. The project

objective objectives are to provide sustainable

resources to promote quality education within

Pakistan. The issue of below par standard of education

in primary and secondary schools within Pakistan were

addressed through assessing students, training

teachers and using vocational training as a tool to

improve the standard of education throughout the

schools in the country.

Further we collaborated with UNESCO for considering

the role of industry in climate changes, signed MoU

with AIESEC in Karachi, joined hands with WWF-

Pakistan for conducting joint events on promoting UN

sustainable development goals, became

environmental partner for Daraz and its CSR

campaign and signed MoU with Society for

Advancement of Health, Education and

Environment (S.A.H.E.E.) for assisting them in the

rehabilitation and education of thousands of in-mates

in juvenile prisons across Pakistan.

For the first time in Pakistan, the United Nations

Association of Pakistan launched its UNAP Youth

Chapters. We are proud to have short-listed some of

the brightest students from universities and schools.

Moreover, UNAP sent a delegation of students from

different schools and universities to represent Pakistan

in WFUNA International Model UN (WIMUN) held in

New York, one of our UNAP Youth member was

selected as a Global United Nations SDG Talent at

UNLEASH 2019 held in Shenzhen, China and two

finalists from UNAP were selected from Pakistan for

Stronger United Nations, hosted by United Nations

Association of Germany and United Nations

Association of Malaysia.
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Sustainable Literacy Project 

In January 2019, UNAP training division conducted its

12th teacher training workshop under its Sustainable

Literacy Project at Alyabad Community School,

Federal B. Area, Karachi on January 12, 2019. Titled,

‘Teaching Methodologies’, the workshop was

conducted by UNAP Educationist, Ms. Laila Masood,

assisted by project assistant, Nouman Khan. It catered

to a total of twenty-six teachers.

Teaching Methodologies’ workshop at Alyabad

Community School in progress.

Participants of Teaching Methodologies workshop

pictured with Ms. Laila Masood and Mr. Nauman Khan

In February 2019, UNAP Training Division held its 13th

teacher training workshop under Sustainable Literacy

Project at Zafar Educational Academy, Federal B.

Area, Karachi on February 9, 2019.

The workshop focused on ‘Basic English Training’ and

was conducted by UNAP Educationist Ms Laila

Masood, assisted by Mr Nauman Khan.

In May 2019, UNAP conducted the 15th teacher

training workshop under Sustainable Literacy Project

at The Sun Rise Academy, Korangi, Karachi on April

27, 2019. Educationist Ms. Laila Masood delivered the

workshop titled "Positive Classroom Behaviour"

assisted by Mr. Nouman Khan.

Participants during the ‘Basic English Training’.

UNAP Collaborations

In January 2019, sweet water levels around the world

are declining at an alarming rate. Only 1/4th of the

worlds’ water can be used for agriculture; growing

world population and a rising demand for food puts

immense pressure on needs for conservation and

alternates. The Institute of Sustainable Halophyte

Utilization is currently working on species of plants

grown in/with saltwater to serve as fodder, forage, bio-

fuel, oilseeds and other possible purposes. The

institutes’ scientists are collaborating with several

professors around the World and have full support

from UNESCO. Youth members from UNAP visited

the conference where they met with the Director at

UNESCO France amongst others. They are excited to

undertake similar projects at student level to raise

awareness. Kudos!

In August 2019, UNAP is ecstatic to announce one of

its biggest youth collaborations of the year! An MoU

between UNAP and AIESEC in Karachi has been

signed this past August. Mr. Ahrar Fazal – Regional

Head Corporate Affairs from AIESEC signed the MoU

with Ms. Kulsoom Siddiqui Head of UNAP Youth.

Here’s to more exciting opportunities!

In November 2019, UNAP as Environmental Partner

for Daraz.pk and its CSR campaign this 11.11! On

every cashback product purchased, Daraz.pk pledged

to contribute towards a tree for the next monsoon.

Kulsoom Siddiqui – Head of UNAP Youth and Ahrar

Fazal – Regional Head Corporate Affairs for AIESEC
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UNAP Collaborations (Continued) 

In October 2019, UNAP joined hands with WWF-

Pakistan for a joint event on 22nd October 2019. The

purpose of the event was to promote the UN

Sustainable Development Goal(s) – 14, 15 and 17 –

Life below water, Life on Land and Partnership for the

Goals.

A consultative session on Persistent illegal wildlife

trade in Pakistan and the importance of Civic support

for its control was held at Habib University.

Participants from Youth Chapters were short-listed for

the activity and awarded a certificate from WWF and

UNAP. The training was free of cost for UNAP

member and Habib University students.

We would also like to appreciate the efforts of ACF

Animal Rescue actively working on upholding the

rights of animals in Pakistan.

Persistent Illegal Wildlife Trade in Pakistan and the

Importance of Civic support for its control; a

consultative session held at Habib University.

In March 2019, An MoU was signed between UNAP

and Society for Advancement of Health, Education and

Environment (S.A.H.E.E.) on 16th March 2019.

SAHEE has been working on social betterment since

1996 and has since then actively assisted in the

rehabilitation and education of thousands of in-mates

in juvenile prisons across Pakistan.

The agreement was signed between the President

UNAP, Mrs. Moohi Shaheen and Chairman SAHEE,

Mr. Saleem Aziz Khan; Mr. Amjad Hussain, master

trainer from SAHEE, and Mrs. Huma Kirmani, Senior

Human Rights trainer were also present.

Both the organizations have committed support

towards each other in achieving their respective aims

and objectives, especially in the fields of education and

human development.

President UNAP, Mrs. Moohi Shaheen, Chairman

SAHEE, Mr. Saleem Aziz Khan; Mr. Amjad Hussain,

master trainer from SAHEE, and Mrs. Huma Kirmani,

Senior Human Rights trainer in one frame

UNAP Youth Chapters

For the first time in Pakistan, the United Nations

Association of Pakistan has launched its UNAP Youth

Chapters. We are proud to have short-listed some of

the brightest students from universities and schools.

Following is a list of universities and schools were

Youth Chapters have been established:

• SZABIST Karachi • Themis School of Law

• Denning Law School • The City School

• Habib Girls School • Haque Academy

An orientation session was held for the selected

candidates by our Head of Youth, Ms. Kulsoom

Siddiqui. We welcome all the selected candidates on

board, the future of tomorrow!

Selected Candidates from The City School

Selected candidates from Themis School of Law

Selected candidates from Denning Law School

Selected Candidates from Habib Girls School

Selected Candidates from Haque Academy
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UNAP Youth Highlights  

In April 2019, UNAP sent a delegation of students from

different schools and universities to represent Pakistan

in WFUNA International Model UN (WIMUN) held in

New York 2019. WIMUN at large is the most diverse

conference that highlights international issue and

offers workshops to people from across the world.

UNAP hopes to continue providing opportunities to

youth so that they can represent Pakistan on an

international level.

Participants from WIMUN (New York, 2019)

In May 2019, our UNAP Youth members are focused

on conserving the environment. Recently, youth

members participated in a workshop conducted by

WWF-Pakistan. Youth members met with senior

environmentalists and discussed several options to

combat the heat.

In May 2019, Young children are often more sensitive

than adults when it comes to caring about the

environment. Students from The Learning Tree

requested a training on recycling. Nehal, member of

UNAP Youth and Sustainable Living Society - IoBM

quickly organized to educate the students. Within a

week, these young students had not only executed a

brilliant event on the UN Sustainable Development

Goals but also set up recycling for the event on

Campus! KUDOS!

Youth Members at a workshop by WWF-Pakistan

UNAP Youth Highlights (Continued) 

In July 2019, UNAP IBA Chapter organized its first

event at Alliance Francaise in June 2019. ‘Drop the

Mic’ was organized to bring all UNAP Youth Members

together to share their ideas towards achieving the

Sustainable Development Goals.

He worked for the SDG 12 'Responsible Consumption

& Production' track on a 5 day Innovation and Design

thinking process with his team of 5 people from

Zimbabwe, Russia, Togo and Ecuador.

His team came up with the idea of recycling used

cooking oil that is disposed of in the oceans and rivers

and contributes to more than 50 percent of the total oil

disposal. The used cooking oil can be recycled to

make eco-friendly valuable products such as soap,

candles & others with low cost and labor involved. His

idea was appreciated and recognized by the team of

experts, facilitators and international investors and

organizations. He has plans to scale-up and bring this

idea into action.

The team behind ‘Drop the Mic’ organized by IBA

Chapter at Alliance Francaise

In November 2019, our UNAP Youth member Mr.

Muhammad Nehal from Institute of Business

Management was selected as a Global United Nations

SDG Talent at UNLEASH 2019 held in Shenzhen,

China. 1,000+ talents, selected from 18,000+

applicants, participated this year from 162+ countries

and Mr. Nehal was one of the Youngest Global Talent

amongst them!

Nehal with team members at UNLEASH (China, 2019)

Muhammad Nehal representing the Pakistani Flag at

UNLEASH (China, 2019)
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In November 2019, young people from Pakistan made

the Country proud internationally!

Out of the seven finalists, two finalists were selected

from Pakistan for Stronger United Nations, hosted by

United Nations Association of Germany and United

Nations Association of Malaysia.

Ms. Kulsoom Siddiqui from UNA Pakistan and Ms.

Sanodia Abrar from the Sustainable Living Society –

IoBM, a member of UNAP Youth, were sent on a fully

funded trip where different countries strategized on

working together on multiple projects to be

implemented in accordance with the UN Sustainable

Development Goals.

In December 2019, The UN International Human

Rights Day celebration was truly an international event

with representatives from USA, Germany, France,

Russia, Thailand, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and so on

– along with CEOs, our esteemed guests and students

from over 50 educational institutes.

It was overwhelming to witness, young generation

taking matters into their own hands and pushing to

make the world a better place.

Young people have the power, the vision, and the

drive to change the world – and we need them on this

journey towards equality for everyone. No one is too

young to change the world. Voice up!

We would like to acknowledge our partners Alliance

Française de Karachi, Denning Law School,

International Human Rights Commission and

NCCBUN for their support for the event.

UNAP Youth Highlights (Continued) 

In December 2019, The Hult Prize, the world’s biggest engine for the launch of for-profit start-ups emerging from

universities with over 2500 staff and volunteers around the world. In nearly a decade, the movement has deployed

more than $50 million of capital into the sector and mobilized more than one million young people to re-think the

future of business. It continues to breed disruptive innovation across 100 plus college and university campuses in the

country.

On-Campus Hult Prize was Chaired by Ms. Kulsoom Siddiqui from UNA Pakistan, along with Mr. Mehboob ul Haq,

Managing Director of the Sindh Enterprise Development Fund. We Congratulate the winning team and wish them

luck for the Regionals.

Winning team of the On Campus HULT Prize with esteemed guests

UNAP Youth Highlights (Continued) 
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